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The month in view

Coming up………..

• First lion kill for the team
• Conservation & Sightings
• Sable & Nyala dartings
• Track & Sign
• Reserve projects
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Volunteers joining Askari this month formed “Killer Sightings”. 
Volunteers were from Australia, England, France, Switzerland and the 
USA.  

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Rare sightings
Starting with our cover photo, the team was extremely lucky to come across some real rarities in the bush
this month. Early one morning we were called on the radio, a SERVAL had been seen; but not just
that…..she had kittens! We raced to the scene and were amazed to find her still there.

She had twins and you can see one peeking out from behind the
grass at the back of the photo. They bounded down the road a
little before moving off into the long grass.

Another very special sighting was during our herbivore research
route in Pidwa south when we came across a pangolin. This was
especially unusual given that it was early afternoon and these shy
creatures are normally active at night when foraging for their
nocturnal termite food. As expected, this one was a little nervous
to be discovered so kept it’s face hidden but didn’t use it’s full
defence mechanism which is to curl into a ball. This leaves the
hard, tough shells on the outside for protection and the softer,
vulnerable tummy tucked away safely inside.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer
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Tree protection was
updated on 2 Knobthorn
trees in an area hard hit by
elephants. Being the first
tree to flower in spring,
knobthorn bark is
attractive to elephants as it
carries nutrients up from
the ground to produce
flowers and new browse.

Reserve work & Projects

There is plenty of work to be done in the Nyala breeding camps each month. Feeding bays are swept and
old dung removed. With animals standing in the same place to feed all the time, a build up of dung can
cause foot rot problems. Water troughs are cleaned out and dung collected monthly for examination
under the microscope. By making up a slide we can check for the number of eggs produced by intestinal
parasites and therefore check the health of the animals.

Fence painting work continued, as did the
eradication of ‘Prickly pear’ alien plants. These are
injected with a herbicide which kills them within a
few weeks.
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 
subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Dartings with Doctor Pete Rogers
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We continued with the big move of our nyala antelope
between different camps and the setting up of a new
breeding herd. All went well during a full day of work
with the vet.

We spent more time with Dr
Rogers treating some sable
antelope. One was found to
have an abscess on her foot
while another was suffering
from bloating. Again, the
dartings went well and all
animals were seen to
improve in health after their
visit from the vet.

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
We spotted a beautiful young leopard one
morning, warming up on the road in the winter
sun. Our female cheetah “Midnight” continues
to settle well in the boma and is becoming
more relaxed and getting used to us and the
vehicles visiting.

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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With great excitement, the team witnessed their first ever complete kill this month….from start through to
finish. We came across the pride on the road then followed them as they turned the corner. There was a
wildebeest nearby which started snorting and before we knew it, a few members of the pride had started
the chase. Storming through the bushes came an impala male, with lions hot on his tail. From the front
came more lions and there was no chance for the impala. It almost looked like the lions were playing as
they over powered it easily and brought it to the ground. The pride went on to feed, and display some less
than sisterly love! We even saw them again later as they took in a drink at the nearby dam after their
breakfast. It was an amazing sight to see with phenomenal team work involved.

Another fantastic sighting was an interaction between the Askari pride and spotted hyaenas. Hearing the
commotion from the house, we set off for the northern plains. There we found circling spotted hyaenas
with a lioness pinned in a tree! The next morning however, all lions of the pride were accounted for and
the battle seemed to be over.

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

The Askari staff team spent some time on training this month with Master tracker Lee Gutteridge. ‘Track &
Sign’ is a fascinating field where almost anything you find can be attached to a story of what creature was
there and what it may have been doing. After 2 days training it was time for the assessment, a long day
requiring intense concentration as we were tested on 60 different tracks & signs from the bush. Have a
look below and check out your tracking skills, some of the easier questions can be found in the pictures
and answers at the bottom of the page.
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Track & Sign

Are you a Master tracker???

During the release of a puff 
adder found in the garden…..

we were able to examine it’s 
tracks (pictured right) 

A hornbill hopped here!

A hippo fly 
deposits 
it’s eggs

1. What is this  
on the tree?

2. What species does 
this tooth belong to?

3. What do you see 
on the rock?

4. Which species made 
these tracks?

5. Who made this 
track?

7. What happened here?

6. Give as much detail as 
you can about the animal 
that made this scene

1. Termite sand tunnels
2. A warthog          3. A gecko dropping
4. Guineafowl        5. A baboon
6. A male hippo scattered dung here

7. A Porcupine dug for roots

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

